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The long skirt is stained with blood, and the beauty is sad. 

Nuoya vomited blood and flew out of the ring. 

However, even so, Luo Li still didn’t seem to spare Nuo Ya. 

He even stepped out and chased after him again. 

Strength swept across, true essence surged. 

With a fierce palm, he slapped Nuoya hard again. 

“Eldest brother, no!” 

“Little Junior Sister!” 

The audience was shocked. 

All the disciples of Tianshimen under the stage were trembling with fear. 

Apparently, no one expected that their elder brother would go so far. 

It’s fine to bully the small with the big, and it’s fine to hurt people behind the 
back. 

Now that Nuoya was injured, he actually went to make up for it? Actually 
disregarding the slightest sect friendship? 

However, anger is anger. 

After all, Luo Li was the chief disciple of the sect, and he was the disciple of 
the great elder. Not to mention his strength, his status and background were 
definitely not something anyone could mess with. 



No matter how angry Fatty and the others were in their hearts, they naturally 
didn’t dare to help, so they had to seek help from the three law enforcement 
elders who sat high above. 

However, the three elders still had no intention of intervening. 

He even turned his head on purpose and looked elsewhere, as if he didn’t see 
what happened. 

“It’s over!” 

“This time, Junior Sister is completely finished.” 

“I’m afraid, I’m going to end up seriously injured.” 

Fatty felt sad for a while. 

Everyone around looked at Noah with pity. 

There was blood in the corner of Nuoya’s mouth, and his eyes were full of 
panic. 

She looked at the giant palm that was approaching in front of her, and Luo Li, 
who stood up for Sophia, and felt an inexplicable sadness in addition to her 
panic. 

Suddenly, she was very envious of Sophia. 

Although he lost the game, he won the love. 

For a woman, the happiest thing is not how much wealth she has, nor how 
high she stands or how powerful she is. 

Rather, there can be one person in this life. 

When you are bullied, when you cry when you are wronged, stand up without 
hesitation, be angry for you, mad for you, and block all the wind and rain for 
you! 

Just like the current Luo Li, in order to stand up for the woman he likes, he 
directly violated the rules of the house, surpassed the rules, and wanted to 
avenge Sophia. 



And she, no. 

not a single one. 
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Before, there was her father protecting her. 

But now, there is nothing. 

For a moment, sadness came from my heart. 

Noah no longer resisted. 

She slowly closed her eyes, quietly, waiting for Luo Li’s giant palm to fall. 

However, just when Nuoya felt sad. 

Under the world, there is only a white awn, flashing past. 

The speed is as fast as electricity and light. 

In an instant, it flew across the sky and directly hit Luo Li. 

There was only a bang. 

Luo Li was shocked. 

Huge force engulfed Luo Li, knocking him back several meters in an instant. 

“Who?” 

“Which bastard dares to meddle in my affairs?” 

“get out!” 

After Luo Li stabilized his figure, he shouted angrily. 

“What’s wrong?” 

“Mark, did you see what happened just now?” 

Everyone was taken aback. 



The fat man was also full of confusion. 

They were all focused on Noah just now, so they didn’t see what happened 
just now. 

All I could see was that Luo Li, who was striking out fiercely, suddenly stopped 
his forward figure as if he had bumped into something, and retreated again 
and again. 

Just when the fat man looked around in confusion, Mark beside him suddenly 
walked forward. 

“What’s wrong?” 

“What are you going to do?” 

“Internal urgency?” 

The fat man asked Mark. 

Mark didn’t look at him. 

Instead, he walked straight in the direction of Noah. 

Seeing this, the fat man hugged Mark. 

“Damn, brother, what do you want to do?” 

“You don’t want to play Hero Save the Beauty, do you?” 

“Although Junior Sister is pretty, it’s important for us to save our lives.” 
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“Senior brother Luo Li has a hot temper, and he is now in a fit of anger. You 
come out at this time, aren’t you going to shoot yourself in the muzzle, looking 
for death?” 



The fat man looked like he hated iron for being weak, and pulled Mark, afraid 
that he would do something stupid. 

“Don’t worry, I know what’s going on.” 

Mark still had that flat tone. 

He broke free from the fat man’s obstruction and continued to walk forward. 

“Who is this kid?” 

“So unfamiliar?” 

“I guess he’s a newcomer?” 

“A rookie kid, dare to frown at Senior Brother?” 

“This is courting death!” 

“idiot one” 

At this time, everyone also noticed Mark’s existence. Looking at the past with 
disdainful and blasting eyes, ear-piercing ridicules can be heard endlessly. 

But Mark turned a deaf ear to it. 

He stood with his hands behind his back, and he walked on steps. 

All that was left for everyone was the thin back. 

“Mark, you are confused” 

Looking at Mark’s back, the fat man patted his thigh and couldn’t help sighing. 

After all, Nuo Ya is the daughter of a wealthy family, no matter how angry Luo 
Li was, he would never dare to take Nuo Ya’s life. 

But Mark is a nobody, and Luo Li is very likely to kill him if he comes out at 
this time. 

It’s not that there have been incidents of people’s lives in Zongmen 
competitions. 



However, just when everyone thought Mark was stupid. 

Not far away, Nuoya, whose mouth was stained with blood, also looked over. 

But the moment when he saw the other party, for Nuoya, any praiseworthy 
beauty in this world is not as good as seeing Mark again at this moment, it is 
like breathing, it never stops for a moment. 

“Ye Yefan” Nuoya’s red lips trembled, and her pretty bloody face was full of 
surprises. 

“You did it just now?” Seeing Mark appear, Luo Li’s brows darkened instantly. 

“Stinky boy, get the hell out of here.” 

“She hurt my sweetheart, I have to teach this pretty girl a lesson today!” 

“Why, could it be that you want to stand up for her, but also want to die?” 

Luo Li’s eyes were cold, and he threatened viciously. 

Mark smiled back, “You can stand up for your sweetheart, I, Mark, can I stand 
up for someone?” 

“Although Xiaoya doesn’t have a father.” 

“However, it is definitely not something that can be bullied.” 

“It’s really my Xiaoya, doesn’t anyone feel sorry for you?” 

There was an inexplicable chill in Mark’s indifferent words. 

However, when these words fell into Noah’s ears, they were undoubtedly 
extremely warm. 

Tears, unconsciously, flowed down. 

For a long time, Nuoya felt that her feelings for Mark were just wishful 
thinking. 

But now it seems that Mark still misses her in his heart. 

Although, they may not be able to reach the point of being a couple. 



However, it is enough. 

At least, in this world, there are still people who care about her. 

There are still people who can stand up for her in times of crisis. 

Noah smiled tearfully. 

At the same time, at the moment Mark’s words fell, he lifted the sole of his foot 
and stepped on it suddenly. 

boom! 

The bluestone cracked and the earth trembled. 

A gust of energy resembling a deep sea gathered in one place and swept 
away in Luo Li’s direction. 

Seeing this, Luo Li was shocked instantly. 

His pupils shrank and he wanted to block. 

However, under Mark’s offensive, which is as deep as the ocean, his little 
strength is ultimately useless. 

Muscles and bones shattered, and blood flew everywhere. 

Luo Li didn’t even have time to let out a scream, but he was already thrown 
tens of meters away by Mark’s strength, and fell to the ground, unconscious, 
but the blood in his mouth was spat all over the ground. 

“This this” 

“How is this possible?” 

Everyone is crazy. 

Those who were still mocking Mark just now lost their voices. 

The fat man was even more stunned. 

A pair of eyeballs almost popped out. 



“this guy” 

“Who is it?” 

The fat man was filled with horror. 

With one kick, the Zongmen senior brothers were stunned. 

Such a skill is simply unheard of. 

Ignoring everyone’s gaze, Mark walked towards Nuoya after finishing Luo Li. 

He smiled slightly, stood in the sun, stretched out his hand to Nuoya who fell 
on the ground, “Nuoya, long time no see.” 

The bright sunlight fell and shone on his body, streaming down like waves. 

Nuoya looked up, and for a moment, Nuoya only felt that the man in front of 
him was so dazzling. 

“Long time no see.” Nuoya replied tremblingly, her pretty face blushing. 
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When Mark went to visit Nuoya, the three law enforcement elders on the high 
seat were no longer calm. 

They got up immediately, and Fei Ye seemed to rush to Rowley’s side. 

“Ali, how are you?” 

“Are you okay?” 

Several elders shouted for a long time, but Luo Li didn’t respond at all. 

For a moment, the faces of the three elders suddenly turned ugly, and they 
secretly thought something was wrong. 

This Luo Li is the most valued disciple of the Great Elder. 

Now, under the eyelids of the three of them, they were hurt like this. 



If the Great Elder knew, the three of them would not be able to escape the 
responsibility. 

“quick!” 

“Come here, take your elder brother down for treatment!” 

The elders had no choice but to call for someone to treat Luo Li immediately. 

After Luo Li was sent away, the sullen eyes of the three elders fell on Mark. 

“You are young, are you guilty?” 

The elders shouted at Mark angrily. 

Mark ignored them, just looked at Nuoya’s injury, “Nuoya, are you okay?” 

“Wait a while, I’ll let Yao’er heal you.” 

“You girl, it’s true.” 

“Pampered and spoiled, you can do things like wielding knives and guns?” 

Mark pampered Noah’s nose. 

Nuoya smiled with a sweet smile in her eyes. 

The two looked intimate, but the fat man who could see in front of him, his 
eyes were red with jealousy. 

Those disciples of the Heavenly Master Sect around him are also so envious 
and jealous. 

Only the three elders in front were full of anger! 

“Bastard, are you deaf?” 

“My three elders, why didn’t you respond when I spoke to you?” 

One of the tall and thin elders said angrily again. 

Until then, Mark shook his head and smiled, “Response? What kind of 
response do you want?” 



“Does it need to be said? You disrupted the order of the game, attacked and 
injured people, and seriously violated the sect’s laws. Why don’t you kneel 
down and be bound, waiting for the sect to punish you!” 

“Otherwise, the three of us, as law enforcement elders, have the right to 
capture and kill you on the spot in order to maintain the order of the 
competition!” 

The three elders also felt that Mark was a face-to-face, and only thought that 
he was an outsider disciple with no sense of presence in the sect, so they 
were naturally not polite. 

On the contrary, Nuoya, who was behind her, covered her mouth and 
sniggered as she watched this scene. 

She knew that next, there might be a good show to watch. 

“Hahaha” 

Mark laughed at that moment, “You three, do you still have the guts to say 
that?” 

“You…” The three elders stared at each other, their anger welling up, and they 
wanted to take action against Mark and teach him a lesson. 

But at this moment, the fat man hurried out from the crowd, knelt down on the 
ground, and smiled apologetically at the three elders, “Elder, don’t be angry.” 

“My brother, he is also impulsive.”‘ 

“I’ll let him admit his mistake and apologize.” 

“I also ask the elders to take him lightly for the sake of his youth and vigor.” 

The fat man knocked his head several times in a row. 

Turning around, he grabbed Mark and made him kneel down together. 
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“Brother, don’t be confused.” 



“The three elders are all close to the realm of martial arts masters.” 

“You are as good as him, and you are the one who suffers!” 

“You don’t really think that if you can defeat the elder brother, you can defeat 

the three elders, right?” 

“Hurry up, a good man doesn’t want to suffer from immediate losses, hurry up 

and kneel down with me to apologize! At least, he can save his life.” 

“Otherwise, life is gone, so why do you want to pick up girls?” 

“At that time, no matter how beautiful the little junior sister is, it will belong to 

someone else, and the children born in the future will also have someone 

else’s surname.” 

The fat man urged anxiously. 

In the world of martial arts, everything is said by fists. 

Reasonable or not, it doesn’t matter. 

What’s more, Mark was indeed caught by someone. 

If the hat of disrupting the game is taken down, it will kill him, and Mark has 

nothing to say. 

Faced with the fat man’s worry, Mark waved his hand calmly, and said with a 

light smile, “Let me kneel, these three old dogs, I’m afraid they are not 

qualified enough.” 

I rely on! 

“What nonsense are you talking about?” 

“Do you really want to die?” 



Fatty is going crazy. 

I just feel my scalp tingling. 

He didn’t expect that Mark would be so strong. 

He publicly scolded the three elders as old dogs. 

Now, I’m afraid it’s completely over! 

“This idiot.” 

“Insulting an elder is a capital offense!” 

“He’s dead.” 

Everyone in the audience was also in an uproar. 

All eyes of pity turned to Mark. 

Almost everyone believed that Mark’s death was approaching. 

Sure enough, the anger in the hearts of the three law enforcement elders in 

front was extremely intense. 

Pairs of cold eyes, like vultures before eating, stared at Mark, saying “How 

dare you insult us?” 

“how?” 

“Am I wrong?” 

“As law enforcement elders, you use public tools for private use and choose to 

enforce the law.” 



“Still talking about maintaining the order of the game, what kind of justice are 

you talking about?” 

“In that case, let me ask you, where were the three of you when the so-called 

Luo Li made a sudden attack just now, wounding someone in the back and 

seriously injuring Nuoya?” 

“He also claims to be the elder of law enforcement, but he turns a blind eye to 

Luo Li’s behavior of disrupting the order of the game.”‘ 

“Now, I’m just following the example, but now you stand up?”‘ 

“Why, is it possible that in your eyes, I, Mark, am a doormat, easy to bully?” 

“His body is upright, and he does not follow orders.” 

“If his body is not upright, even if he refuses to obey orders!” 

“You three old dogs, the law enforcement is unclear and unfair. You still have 

the face to stand up and accuse me, and let me kneel down and confess.” 
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“I think it’s you who should kneel down and plead guilty!” 

Mark’s words were eloquent, his eyes were cold. 

Words and sentences, like gold and stone falling to the ground, quietly 

exploded in this world. 

Mark’s words are not insignificant. 

After a few words, he scolded the three elders speechlessly, their eyes flushed. 



Fatty and the rest of the disciples of the Heavenly Master Sect were also 

terrified when they heard these words. 

God! 

Who is this kid? 

It’s so fierce! 

Even the elders, dare to confront them head-on? 

He really doesn’t want to live anymore? 

He is not afraid, did the elders really kill him in a fit of anger? 

When everyone was trembling at Mark’s courage, the three elders were 

obviously angry from embarrassment. 

One of the old men clenched his palms tightly, and his old eyes were as 

gloomy as ice! 

“What a sharp-mouthed brat!” 

“I’m talking nonsense here, confusing right and wrong.” 

“Today, this elder will smash your dog’s mouth.” 

“Let you know, who is the venerable in this Tianshimen?” 

The three elders knew that they were wrong, so they didn’t intend to continue 

discussing with Mark. 

Since you can’t say it, then just do it directly. 

Anyway, the dead can’t speak! 



The moment the words fell, the tall and thin elder shook hands into claws and 

grabbed Mark directly. 

It seemed that this elder was really mad at Mark. 

He really wanted to tear Mark’s mouth apart! 

Mark just glanced at the other party contemptuously and slapped him directly 

with a backhand. 

boom! 

Only a muffled sound was heard. 

The palm stretched out by the tall and thin elder was directly interrupted, and 

Mark’s giant palm continued to slap the elder’s face fiercely. 

The bones of the face were broken, and the teeth were chipped. 

An old face was straightly distorted by Mark. 

But half of the mouth is rotten! 

“Old Six!” 

“Bastard, you Xiaoxiao, how dare you lay such a heavy hand on the elders of 

the sect?” 

“Die to me!” 

The remaining two elders exploded at that time. 

The whole body burst out in an instant, and their respective housekeeping 

skills were used in an instant. 

Mark shook his head. 



Yinghuo supports, dare to compete with Haoyue? 

After all, it’s just asking for trouble! 

Mark sneered, and then counted his palms one after another, taking pictures 

one after another. 

The palm prints of the roads brought monstrous energy. 

The majestic power swept the entire sect! 

Those two sects, like flies, were instantly slapped to the ground by Mark. 

The earth trembled, and bluestones collapsed and flew. 

The two elders were photographed under the ground by Mark! 
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“This this” 

The fat man was completely stupid. 

His eyes stared straight ahead! 

In the end, his feet softened, and his whole body fell directly to the ground. 

At this time, the fat man rubbed his eyes over and over again. 

He once thought that he saw hallucinations. 

He couldn’t believe it. 

The guy who called him brother just now unexpectedly slapped three sect 
elders to death. 



Of course, it can’t be said to be dead. 

Maybe they are still alive now. 

However, this is not important. 

What’s important is that those elders who were so lofty and dignified in the 
past are like pigs and dogs under Mark’s hands? 

You know, to Fatty, these elders who are comparable to masters are already 
big figures. 

Now Mark was photographed into the ground like a dog. 

Such an impact is not insignificant. 

Who would have thought that this Mark could be so strong? 

“Fatty man, you, your friend, where the hell are you?” 

“Is he really a member of our Tianshimen?” 

Not only Fatty, but also the fellow disciples around him were all dumbfounded. 

All the previous contempt and ridicule towards Mark disappeared. 

In his heart, only trembling and shock like the sea of waves remained. 

“I don’t know.” 

“Today, I also just met” 

The corner of the fat man’s mouth twitched, and he said tremblingly. 

By now, everyone has begun to doubt Mark’s identity. 

Previously, everyone thought that Mark, like Fatty, was just a little disciple in 
the sect who was not taken seriously. 

But now, everyone obviously doesn’t think so. 

Does this really need to be said? 



Whose disciple can be so strong? 

Abusing an elder is like torturing a dog? 

With such ability, unless someone is stupid, he will be a disciple of the 
Heavenly Master. 

“What’s the matter, what happened?” 

“It’s a mess, what’s the proper way?” 

Just when everyone was astonished, a graceful figure walked out from the 
depths of the sect. 

The majestic and sullen voice immediately spread everywhere. 

Seeing this person, everyone present was stunned. 

Fatty and the others turned pale. 

I thought it was really a big deal. 

Even the doorkeeper was startled. 

Mark beat the three elders to death and maimed all at once. With the temper 
of the sect master, he might never be kind. 
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Next, it is estimated that there will be another big battle. 

I don’t know if Mark can cope with the sect master and the others. 

Just when the fat man was worried, the great elder of the sect and the four old 
heavenly masters all rushed over. 

Obviously, the power Mark showed just now is really tyrannical. 

So much so that these high-level officials of Tianshimen were aware of the 
threat. 

They were afraid to come out to find out. 



Seeing that all the elders of the sect had arrived, Sophia, who was half-dead 
from fright just now, ran over crying, hugged the elder’s leg, and cried out, 
“Master, the elder, and a few celestial masters, you must do it for me!” The 
eldest brother is in charge.” 

“Why are you crying?” 

“What’s the matter?” 

“A sect rivalry, how can it be so chaotic?” 

“Where are the three law enforcement elders?” 

“Tell them to come out and meet me!” 

The elder said angrily. 

Sect master Yueyao and several old celestial masters also frowned as they 
looked at the mess all over the floor. 

Especially those palm prints on the ground made them realize that a large-
scale battle might have taken place here just now. 

“Master, the three elders have already been beaten to death.” Sophia said in 
panic, crying. 

What? 

Yue Yao and the others were all shocked! 

In the hinterland of the sect, the elders in the sect were killed. This is 
undoubtedly a great provocation for the Tianshimen. 

It is said that it is a war, but it is not for the country! 

“who is it?” 

“Get out!” 

“I want to see, who Fang Xiaoxiao is, who dares to disrupt my sect and kill my 
elder?” 

“Get out and fight!” 



When Yue Yao heard this, she was undoubtedly completely angry. 

The cold words echoed everywhere. 

His cold eyes swept across the surrounding world. 

Everyone retreated in fear, for fear of being misunderstood. 

Only Nuoya covered her mouth and snickered. 

“it’s me.” 

When Yueyao and the elders of the sect were looking for the culprit of 
everything in front of them, a man stood up. 

The thin figure just stood under the Milky Way. 

Her handsome face is so clear under the sun, harmless to humans and 
animals. 

“It’s over!” 

“Mark is completely over.” 

The fat man closed his eyes at that moment, wailing in his heart. 

All the elders of the sect came out, especially those few old celestial masters, 
whose strength has reached the pinnacle. 

No matter how powerful Mark is, he will never be their opponent. 

The fat man felt that Mark was dead this time. 

However, who would have thought that just when everyone thought that Mark 
would surely die? 
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Yueyao and the others looked over, after seeing the other party’s face clearly. 



The four old celestial masters, as well as Yueyao, trembled almost at the 
same time. 

“ChuBrian Chu!!!” 

Those four old heavenly masters almost yelled these words. 

All the majesty just now dissipated in an instant. 

At this time, what appeared in their old eyes was only endless horror and 
horror! 

It seems that time flows backward through the ages. 

They saw again the fear of being dominated by the man in front of them. 

Not to mention revenge, their current thoughts are almost only about fleeing. 

As for Yueyao, the original anger also turned into surprise in an instant. 

Then, the master of the sect in front of him ran over regardless of his image, 
and grabbed Mark’s hand, “Mark, are you back?” 

“I’ve been worried about you for the past few months.” 

“Come back to the room with me, I have a lot to tell you.” 

Yue-Yao said happily. 

Then he pulled Mark back to his bedroom. 

The intimacy of the two undoubtedly shocked everyone present. 

The fat man was even more stunned, and a storm was set off in his heart. 

“Who is this guy?” 

“Even the sect master treats him so well?” 

Seeing the master of the door rubbing his breasts against Mark’s arm when 
he was holding Mark, the fat man’s jealous eyes almost wept blood. 

It’s really annoying to compare people to people. 



Think of him as a fat man, in his thirties, and still an old bachelor. 

But as for Mark, Junior Sister Nuoya admired him a lot before, but now even 
the sect master seems to have a soft spot for him. 

How can this not make people envious and jealous? 

As for Sophia, who was determined to take revenge just now, she was 
undoubtedly even more shocked when she saw this scene. 

“What’s going on here?” 

“That guy hurt the elder brother and disrupted the game. Shouldn’t he be 
killed? Why is the sect master still treating him so well?” 

“Several old heavenly masters, don’t you care?” 

Sophia looked at the four old heavenly masters as if asking for help. 

Obviously, she was not reconciled, and just let Mark leave safely. 

However, the corners of the mouths of the four old heavenly masters twitched 
when faced with the disciples’ request for help. 

Tube? 

How dare they control it? 

The disciples of the Tianshimen in front of them may not know Mark’s 
majesty. 

After all, they all just joined the sect not long ago. 

In addition, Tianshimen has always been isolated from the world. 

Many people present did not know Mark’s face. 

But their four great celestial masters are very clear! 

Not to mention, this Brian Chu set foot on the entire Indian country by himself. 

Later, this guy even directly wiped out Truman. 
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Such a ruthless person, let them take care of Mark, wouldn’t that make them 
seek death? 

“I care about your size!” 

“Just mind your own business.” 

“You don’t need to talk too much about the high-level affairs of the sect!” 

One of the old celestial masters stared and shouted in a cold voice. 

Then, he turned and left. 

No one expected that today’s farce would end in this way. 

However, there are also people with good deeds who ran to ask Xiang Nuoya. 

“Little sister, who is this person?” 

“Why doesn’t the old heavenly master dare to offend?” 

“The sect master is still so ingratiating?” Many people asked doubtfully. 

But Nuoya said proudly, “You may not know Mark’s name, but you should 
know Brian Chu’s name.” 

“Huh? Brian Chu, could it be?” Someone’s body trembled and his pupils 
shrank. 

Nuoya smiled and nodded, “Yes, he is Brian Chu!” 

“Kill Chu Yuan, sweep the Trumen, and shake the world, one person 
suppresses the peerless power of an era, Brian Chu!” 

boom! 

The three characters Brian Chu, like a falling mountain, become heavier and 
heavier. 

The moment he heard this name, there was nothing but panic in the world. 



“He is, Chu Brian Chu?” 

The fat man was already lying on the ground, murmuring weakly. 

Sophia’s eyes widened even more, and her heart was sad, which was hard to 
accept. 

Why? 

Why is Noah’s life so good? 

Not only was he born in a wealthy family, but he was also good-looking, and 
even the men around him were Brian Chu, who shocked the world? 

For a moment, Sophia was full of frustration. 

She felt that she might be under the feet of Nuoya in her life. 

the other side. 

After Yueyao pulled Mark into the room, maybe she tripped over the 
threshold, her delicate body tilted, and she fell directly into Mark’s arms. 

“You girl, you can’t even walk now?” 

“Are you lazy and not practicing these days when I’m not here?” 

Looking at the girl lying in his arms, Mark shook his head and smiled. 

Yue-Yao pouted all of a sudden, and hummed dissatisfiedly, “Hmph, you 
know what to say about me.” 

“I’m not tired of seeing a doctor for your little girlfriend.” 

Mark was taken aback, “You mean, An Qi?” 

“Who else could it be if it wasn’t her?” Yueyao complained while leading Mark 
into the depths of the house. 

On the jade bed, there was a young girl lying quietly on it like a sleeping 
beauty. 

The blue hair hangs down, and the skin is icy and jade. 



The delicate and lovely appearance, like the most beautiful masterpiece in the 
world, makes people very happy. 

However, the only fly in the ointment was the white silk that covered her eyes. 

“Is it still not working?” 

 


